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GLOGAR NATURAL FORTE ECO+ - LABEL-
FREE COMPANY CLEANER (750 ML SPRAY
BOTTLE)

CHF 10.25

Liquid cleaning concentrate on an organic basis
with excellent cleaning power.
No labeling, no dangerous goods, biodegradable, no
aggressive components.
Does not contain phosphate, NTA, EDTA or ammonia.
Gentle for the user, the environment and material, but
with the best cleaning effect.
May be used for cleaning work in the food sector,
provided there is no direct contact between the
product and the food.

Especially for cleaning the exterior of buses,
trams, municipal vehicles, railroad cars, cable
cars, etc.

Concentration:
Manual cleaning:                      1: 1 to 1:30
High pressure washbasin:  1: 5 to 1:30
Maintenance cleaning:         1:20 to 1:30 

pH:                                                    11.4
Temperature range:               cold-60 °
Suitable for                                  ultrasonic
cleaning Spray bottle            750 ml

Art. No. 100750
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Liquid cleaning concentrate on an organic basis with excellent cleaning power.
No labeling, no dangerous goods, biodegradable, no aggressive components.
Does not contain phosphate, NTA, EDTA or ammonia.
Gentle for the user, the environment and material, but with the best cleaning effect.
May be used for cleaning work in the food sector, provided there is no direct contact between the product and the food.

Especially for cleaning the exterior of buses, trams, municipal vehicles, railroad cars, cable cars, etc.

Concentration:
Manual cleaning:                      1: 1 to 1:30
High pressure washbasin:  1: 5 to 1:30
Maintenance cleaning:         1:20 to 1:30 

pH:                                                    11.4
Temperature range:               cold-60 °
Suitable for                                  ultrasonic
cleaning Spray bottle            750 ml

Art. No. 100750

Application

Very good - for oils and fats
Good - for particle pollution
moderate - for polishes, lapping and mud slurries
moderate - as corrosion protection

Materials

Iron, cast iron, steel
Stainless steel
Non-ferrous metal
Aluminum
Plastic

Staggered prices

01-10 Pieces      CHF 10.25/Piece
11-20  Pieces     CHF    9.75/Piece
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> 21 Pieces          CHF    9.20/Piece


